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Julia FullertonBatten

mated only by the red of their
hair. Here the girl seems tentative and removed. Her wedding
dress hangs against a cabinet,
Jenkins Johnson
but there is no sense of joy or
The difficult relationship between fathers anticipation.
and sons has always been a source of
Alienation and sadness prefascination for artists, particularly writvail, even in Another Day
ers, but the equally complex relationship
(2012), where a woman holds a
between mothers and daughters has
naked baby to her chest in
been afforded far less attention. Julia
front of a table with a rolling
Fullerton-Batten takes on the subject in
pin and batter, the mother
this show, “Persona,” with sensitivity
looking off remotely. In Book
and emotional intensity. The artist’s riv(2005), a girl in a red dress
eting photographs trace changes in the
with a white collar stands up to
interactions between adolescent girls and her ankles in water in a moat
their mothers.
surrounding a castle, as she
Fullerton-Batten’s subjects are ordiholds a book in her hand. She
Stanley Whitney, Insideout, 2012, oil on linen, 96" x 96". Team.
nary women, rather than models, and
may have imagined herself in
she illuminates them theatrically so as to
the book’s story. Little paper
the shapes to appear to shift position in a
imbue them with an otherworldliness.
boats float around her. As in most of the
curiously intimate way.
They have an affinity with Edward Hopphotographs, however, no contact is
Whitney starts each work in the
per’s women, uncomfortable in their surmade with the surroundings or other
—Valerie Gladstone upper-left corner with a horizontal stripe
roundings, and, here, ill at ease with one
people.
and then adds more colored building
another.
blocks, one by one, proceeding by intuIn Pretty New Thing (2012), a mother
ition. Each hue is related to the previous
and daughter are in a ladies room, the
Team
one, sometimes with violent contrasts
daughter wearing bright-red high heels,
and other times with equivalent values
her long red hair flowing below her shoul- Stanley Whitney’s oft-expressed desire
to paint every possible color was clear in
that make them seem to merge, further
ders, while the mother studies herself and
“Left to Right,” a gorgeous exhibition of
varying an uneven rhythm of differences
her daughter in the mirror, as if withholdthree monumental paintings. Each feajuxtaposed with similarities. Paint appliing judgment. The distance between them
cation changes from transparent to
is echoed in most of the photographs. An- tured four rows of rectangles separated
by narrow bands. Sometimes the rectanopaque and from visible brushstrokes to
other mother stands over her baregles are grouped into small sections of
uninterrupted flatness. A weighty quality
breasted daughter in The Wedding Day
differing tones. Minor irregularities cause predominates, however, resulting in a
(2012), set in a sterile white kitchen, anivelvety glow produced more by juxtaposition than by any particular hue.
The colors aren’t uniformly beautiful.
Dirty grays, heavy browns, and other
somber mixtures often throw happier
tones into higher incandescence. The torrid Insideout (2012), for example, begins
with a nearly black expanse of dark green,
followed by a section of brighter viridian
covered at its beginning by an area of
slightly muddied red. And a brighter
stretch of vermillion is punctuated at the
end with a little bit of pink, turning the
band into a progression of opposites that
gradually become lighter. Below, a vibrant
patch of unadulterated crimson is sandwiched between a rich yellow-orange and
a mournful bluish gray.
Whitney’s very personal geometric abstractions are free and loose but never
frenetic, aggressive, or rigid. The artist’s
succulent paintings offer a fascinating,
ever-changing, chromatic experience.
Julia Fullerton-Batten, The Wedding Day, 2012, C-print, 40" x 54". Jenkins Johnson.
—Elisabeth Kley
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